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Nuruddin Farah Interviewed by Armando Pajalich 
Abstract 
is one of your recent essays, you have declared that, in your novels, you have 'written about a country 
bearing resemblances to Somalia'; at other times you Have said that the world described in them is, after 
all, a 'country of your imagination': don't you think that this imaginative element is true of all historical 
fiction? 
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ddin Farah 
'ewed by Armando Pajalich 
1993- Italy, on the Torino-Milano train ... 
011t of your recent essays, you have declared that, in your novels, you have 
about a country bearing resemblances to Somalia'; at other times you 
Sllid that the world described in them is, after all, a 'country of your 
lllloit112tinn': don't you think that this imaginative element is true of all historical 
it is true for very many other writers who insist that they are 
IDI'esenting reality and who live in the countries they write about. I have 
set foot in Mogadiscio for eighteen years and I have kept writing 
this country. My connection with Somalia has always been through 
other memories; even when I lived in Somalia I often asked 
questions that made me use Somalia as a metaphor; the strength 
writing - if there is any strong point - is that I have always seen 
not as someone representing reality but also challenging reality, and 
reality work as a romanziere for my own benefit. If reality did not 
with my own perception of things I altered reality, through talking 
themes, about dreamscapes, depicting pictures that have no corres-
reality; for example, in a novel like Maps the dreams I inserted are 
strong and real than 'reality'. 
I think that it is a European or a western notion of history that precludes 
l/rrlfination or dreams from interfering with 'events', but in many parts of the 
-and probably even in Europe- in the past, history also included imagina-
or dreams; so, there is a pseudoscientific approach to history which is 
now being contested also by some European scholars. 
Of course there are many different types or schools of history, and even 
in Britain there is the Cambridge school and other schools. But I wonder 
llow much history there is that's worth reading the way one reads novels, 
ill the sense that novels also contain the future; they do not only talk 
lbout the past, but they also predict the future. Novelists can arrogate to 
tllemselves the power of doing that, while historians tend to think they are 
writing about something that truly happened, in the same way as realist 
novelists always want to describe streets, places and so forth, that are 
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Nuruddin Farah. Photograph: Peter Stummer. 
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'true'. One of the things that also in a sense I am very happy about is that 
in a novel like A Naked Needle there is a description of many parts of 
Mogadiscio, street by street, so that the real Mogadiscio today fades in 
comparison to the written-about Mogadiscio and so if somebody wants to 
reconstruct Mogadiscio today one may read A Naked Needle and see what 
street was called what, and what it looked like. 
This is a particular problem with African history. I am thinking of matty novels 
set in South Africa or even Nigeria, through which you have a reconstruction of 
cities which have been pulled down; I am thinking of Richard Rive's novels, for 
instance; but your words also remind me of Wale Soyinka who has been saying 
that one has to alter history in order to reach one's vision of things. 
I think that what happened with Africans and many colonized peoples is 
that- given that we have been denied the power to articulate history, -
what we had to do was either to invent an alternative history or to chal-
lenge the one that the Europeans have written down, in order to reach a 
balance of credibility. And then - since the European colonial masters 
were the ones who had the power not only to invest history but to impose 
their history on our people - we had the double responsibility of chal-
lenging this history and inventing an alternative one. 
In your books, you tell folk tales, local myths but, as far as I can see, the mythical 
element is not one of their determing elements. Am I wrong? 
No, you are absolutely right. What I like to do, in telling a story, is to 
study the numerous facets of a tale and to allow very many different com-
peting views to be heard, which in a sense points to the democratic drift 
of my writing, the drift of tolerance. Tolerating the views of other people 
and coexisting with the contradictions and not in fact considering oneself 
to be weak because one has accepted the views of other people means to 
me what democracy is. All through history, patriarchies, tyrannical 
regimes, authoritarian policies or peoples, have always insisted there is 
one way of looking at things. I don't. I usually doubt almost everything, 
and therefore, because I doubt, I would look at different possiblities of 
looking at the same thing. In my real day to day living, I am more certain, 
because there are certain things I would never do. I wouldn't doubt for in-
Biance the just causes for which I fight. But, intellectually, it is more honest 
to allow different points of view to be heard, to the point where I would 
give as much space to people with whose views I would not agree, so that 
they fall into the ideological traps which they set for themselves, because 
the weaknesses of right-wing ideology, of capitalism per sc, do not make 
sense. It does not make sense for one to say I am going to have everything 
and somebody else is not going to have it... And so for the weaknesses of 
patriarchy: the reason why I have always fought against authoritarianism, 
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even when it comes from Somalian traditional society, is that if we accept 
authoritarian rule within our own societies, then we must also per force 
accept authoritarian rule coming from outside. Democracy suggests equal-
ity, and there must be equality, we mustn't say we (men) would rule 
women ruthlessly, unkindly, undemocratically but we would not want the 
Italians to come and colonize us. We shouldn't colonize other peoples. 
There is a hierarchy of injustice, and the weaker the person the more 
likely for that weaker person to do more harm to those persons who are 
weaker than he. For example, in societies where there is political terror-
ism, the weakest animal is the one who suffers most. In Somalia, for 
example, we usually chase children who have always been hit. If you have 
a small child who is about eight and who comes home and his parents hit 
him, and he goes out and another person who is more powerful hits him, 
and they go about doing nothing because they can't come home for fear 
of being hit. .. well, they are more likely to be tempted to chase a dog. This 
is the spiral of violence, a product of this hierarchy of injustice. 
Now, talkh1g about a plurality of opinions: in your novels there never is a direct 
authorial comment of yours on the actions or words of the characters. Everything 
goes through the opinions or the actions of the characters themselves. Still there 
are some characters with whom - I am sure- you share more ideas. Is that so? 
Yes, that is true but, as I said, I would like to give even the people whom 
I disapprove of a chance for their words to be heard. It is only through a 
debate that we can reach an acceptable logical inclusion. If I were to pick 
up my pen and pontificate in an authorial way, then naturally what I 
would have done would be to become a preacher, I would be going to a 
mosque and become a sheikh or would go to a chiesa and become a priest. 
I am not a priest, I am in the business of intellectually analysing and 
debating not with myself but with ideas. I am, I dare say, a product of an 
idea. I am an idea. A country is an idea. I am a hypothesis and I have to 
prove that I am more than a hypothesis for anyone to listen to me. As my 
point of departure, I usually propose a topic, a theme, and then I pursue 
the ideas as they might occur to anyone else. I don't imagine that there is 
any single voice, so this is why my novels are multi-voiced and, hopefully, 
multi-layered. If I use myths, and if I repeat things and oblique ways of 
answering these, I would also like the reader to come with me and to ex-
perience my self-doubtings. 
Apparently you have read and appreciated works by William Reich, Otto Rank 
and other scholars in the fields of psychology: do you find works of this kind 
important for reusing ideas or perhaps working out new met/rods? 
Ideas are given birth by other ideas. Ideas are different from dices. What 
happens in the matter of two dices alighting together is simple noise. But 
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what happens when ideas are knocked into each other is that another idea 
begins to emerge: it is possible that that idea is an offshoot of the two 
ideas that had the collision. I also have been an academic for very many 
years myself and I have taught and teach literature and philosophy in 
different universities and so sometimes I say that I know as much about 
theory of literature as the next man, but I do not stop there: I like to read 
the works of other philosophers, psychologists and psychoanalysts and to 
learn from them. And it does not matter who that person is or what lan-
guage he has written in. I believe that anything that a human being has 
thought is my concern. I believe that anything that has been thought about 
human beings interests me. So, the world becomes an idea and I am there 
to question this idea and to get to the bottom of it. If William Reich, or 
Freud or Jung said something, or if something is in the Koran or in a 
Chinese proverb or in a proverb from some part of West Africa, I take this 
as the nucleus of an idea and then I take it and use it to elucidate some-
thing that may have happened in Somalia. 
You mentioned now the Koran. One of the stimuli I had as a reader of your 
Close Sesame is to go and read the Koran, which is so peculiarly ignored in 
European culture. From what I have heard, there are many varieties of Islamic 
culture, ranging from mysticisim to more practical approaches to everyday life. 
If you had to tell me or another European a reason why one should read the 
Korar1 - in the sense that you now mentioned that ideas can been tried and that 
one has to confront oneself with them again and again -which parts of the Koran 
would you suggest that I go and read, if there are parts ... ? 
The Koran does not have parts in the way in which the Bible has books. 
The Koran is not organized along the same lines as the Bible. Basically the 
Koran is the Holy Scriptures of people who are born Moslem and I sup-
pose that for somebody to have an idea of what the Koran is, the only 
thing is to read it. And you would find a great deal of similarity in 
scriptural terms between the Old Testament and the Koran. The Koran or, 
rather, Islam is most peculiarly more tolerant of Christianity than Chris-
tianity is of Islam, because in Islam it is believed that the Christians are 
the People of the Book. In other words, it is accepted they are people of 
religion. There are details about which the Muslims and the Christians dis-
agree completely. I would accuse Christians of being intolerant when it 
comes to other religions and of accusing Muslims of being fundamental-
ists. When I was in Switzerland, for example, or Sweden, and I saw the 
Cross that decorates their flags and I went and asked a Swiss or a Swede 
'how come you claim to be of secular persuasion and yet there is enough 
evidence of your Christian provenance', the answer- it was a Swede who 
gave it to me- was 'this is not a cross, Mr Farah, you misunderstand: this 
is a plus sign' ... There are many varieties of Islam too, and there is more 
enmity between Muslims than there is between Christians. 
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In your works you mention names of characters from The Arabian Nights: apart 
from picking up stories that you rework in your novels, is there any kind of 
formal or stylistic influence of The Arabian Nights on your work? 
The idea of having a story within the story, the idea of an endless debate 
with oneself, the idea of the allegorical nature of the tale itself, and of the 
flowery aspect of language, all these come either from Somali oral poetry 
or from the influence of the Arabic poetry to which I was exposed when 
I was very young. 
When reading your novels, I felt compelled to go back to the sixties and to the 
ideas which seemed then very strong and somehow now have been forgotten; 1968 
was the crucial year, but the sixties in general were crucial for some of the ideas 
you investigate in your novels: equality for women, rebellion inside the family, 
patriarchs, fights of the sons agaittst the fathers ... Would your acknowledge this 
inheritance or a relationship between your writing- or at least some parts of your 
writing- and the atmosphere of the sixties? 
I was not in Europe in the sixties, I came to Western Europe for the first 
time in 74, and I had not lived in Italy before 75. Some of the characters 
had! It is quite interesting to think that the world we have known until 
the 'disillusion' of communist ideology as recently as 1990, until the de-
molishing of the Berlin wall, that that world is the one to which the sixties 
gave birth. For the first time, European and North Americans had the 
luxury to ask themselves intellectual and existential questions, and the 
gurus of that period were Jean Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, Simone De 
Beau voir and Marcuse. All these writers proposed questions, and then an-
swered them in a spirit which made the sixties appear different from any-
thing before. There were sexual politics, the acceptance of guilt on the part 
of European colonists, the challenge of parents and authority. You must 
remember that if you calculated the number of years that passed from the 
end of the second world war and until 68 it would be something very 
close to 24, the age, then, of people who were born at the end of the a 
second world war. And this period also coincided with central heating, 
with the economic boom, with television, with a sense of liberal thinking 
on the part of parents who allowed their children the freedom to challenge 
them. Now, my relationship to this is that in the sixties I was in India, so It 
what happened in Europe in the sixties arrived in India two or three years tJ 
later and then arrived in Somalia many many years later. We felt the h 
repercussions, the tremors of the earthquake that the mid-sixties created; 
although I was not present, two things happened. One is that I became 
interested in the sixties because that was the period and the ideas that 
formulated the minds and the thinking of very many of the people who 
were either of my age group or a few years younger, and with whom I D 
kept having dialogues when I came to live in Europe. And it was very 
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very good for me, because in a novel like Sardines, the question is raised 
whether Marxism-Leninism is a European property, whether Africans may 
appropriate Marxism-Leninism in the way they see fit, and one finds that 
the exponents of Marxism in those days insisted on the European proven-
ance of Marxism-Leninsm, and if that was so- said some of us, Africans 
-then, we would rather we would have nothing to do with Marxism-
Leninism. The other thing is that, being a colonized person myself, I was 
one of those who insisted that we in Africa were victims of ideological 
falsehood because we seemed to be accepting foreign dictates: a hundred 
years before we had had European colonials telling us we were savages, 
a hundred years later European Marxists tell us that socialism is a Euro-
pean ideology and that we must follow a European ideology again. So we 
seemed to rebel against the dictates of powerful lay brothers and sisters. 
The reader of your novels is often somehow disappointed at not finding solutions 
to the mysteries you present in the plots of your novels and even after reading the 
whole of the trilogy some characters remain undecipherable or unknowable: I am 
thinking for instance of Ahmed We/lie: personally I have not understood whether 
he is a traitor or one of the idealistic conspirators. Apart from my understanding 
or not, in your writing these books, even if you do not say it in them, do you 
have the complete view of the characters, or do you know them only as far as they 
~~ppear? 
Very often I know much less than even the reader who comes to these 
books. I like to explore ideas which I peel off layer by layer the way one 
peels off onions or baboushkas; the fact that you have actually said that 
you do not understand a character means that you have understood some-
thing, and that is enough. The reason is: aren't there people whom you 
know as a person, whom you have known for very many years and who 
remain a 'mystery' to you, an 'enigma'? The other thing I like to say is 
that I seldom insist on imposing my interpretation of the text on other 
readers. I usually like readers to make up their own opinions. Because, 
after all, I am not going to be in the same room with everybody to explain 
things. I like people to make up their own minds whether some characters 
make sense or do not make sense. 
In Maps, you have used a structure relying on an I/YOU/HE sequence in which 
lilt protagonist is the narrator, the addressee or a third person. May I ask you 
bow, or why, you used and developed this technique? 
The technique comes from a need for the characters to develop distances. 
This is one interpretation, it is possible people have other interpretations. 
Did it come naturally or was it the result of a conscious effort on your part? 
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Well, before I answer this, it is better I explain that when in 1984 my lit-
eray agent in London sold the book to my British publishers the typescript 
was only 135 pages long, which means about 120 printed pages in book 
form, and the only thing that was missing was the final word 'end' and 
a couple of final paragraphs, and I remember going to the Gambia and 
being asked by my editor when I was gong to give them my final page 
and I said 'just before you go to the printers, could you telex and I will 
send you the final page.' 
And that's the page where the police ask Askar to go to the police station ... 
Yes. And he went on to publish other books and I went on starting work 
on a novel that would be called Gifts. Then at some point he wrote a 
letter, a telex, asking where the final page was. I started reading the book 
from beginning to end and I discovered I was very unhappy about it. So 
I rewrote it to the extent that it grew from 135 pages to 380 pages in a 
matter of six weeks. And when I put it in the post and the editor received 
it, he telexed me immediately and he said he was unhappy and by then 
I had already collected the money and I had already eaten it. Also by that 
time he hadn't read the changes, so he took the manuscript horne on Fri-
day afternoon, and he read it and loved it. On Monday he wrote back to 
apologize. 'Sorry, this is a beautiful novel.' And he accepted it. So there 
is a certain background that I thought I should let you know. Now: you 
asked me 'why the change in persona'? The answer is in the book. 
You mean at the end of the book when the protagonist says he became witness, 
judge and audience? 
That's one possibility ... and there are other possibilities ... 
For instance when Askar is spoken to in the third person by Hila// and Milado ... 
That's another possibility, and there are other possibilities in the text. .. 
You told me that you are particularly fond of Close Sesame, because it is a book 
which needs to 'be pushed' while other books of yours do not need that sort of 
'pushing' on your part ... 
Close Sesame came out in America, as part of the 'dictatorship trilogy'. It 
has only come out in hard-back. Almost all my other books have had their 
genesis in paperback or have also been published immediately in paper-
back, and so they have been popularly available. Close Sesame had never 
had a paperback edition, until very recently. 
Of course, it is the third part of a trilogy, which should make sales easier ... tl 
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Well, I fell out with Heinemann, to a certain degree and for certain details, 
and I had also left my publisher ... But, you see, I think that Close Sesame 
is probably the one novel that will outlive all my other novels. It was 
much more of a challenge, to write, than most of the other novels. And 
the reason is that I have never been an old man. I had to rely more and 
more on imagination. It is difficult for me to explain why it is that I am 
more attached to Close Sesame than to the others. 
Did it also mark a kind of turning point in your attitude to writing? For in-
stance, all the novels in the trilogy use 'doubles' in a way; still, in Close Sesame 
the network of 'doubles' is much more sophisticated, less mathematical ... very 
complex. And also, as you said before, in it there is a mixture of prose relating 
events and dreams and lyrical passages - and this appears to me more complex 
than itt Sardines or Sweet and Sour Milk. 
Yes, yes. And also, I think, because the old man suffers from asthma, and 
because it is very seldom, you see, that you encounter a character compar-
able to Deerye (or so I have been told) in literature. 
Maybe he is also your biggest male character and quite a complex one. He has 
more space in the book ... 
Yes, that's possible, even if many readers think Maps is more complicated. 
I think each book has its own bole. 
You have been mentioned as a writer who understands women and who has cre-
ated many memorable female characters. Perhaps before Close Sesame there 
were fewer memorable male characters. 
I had not even thought of that. 
Even in Maps, the protagonist, Askar, is somehow less important than Misra ... 
But if you think of A Naked Needle, its main character is a man, in fact he 
is considered to be a mysoginist... And also my most recent novel, called 
Secrets, has as its central consciousness a male character. Very often what 
I do is that I write a novel in which the central consciousness is male, 
followed by one with a female central consciousness, followed by one with 
a ma\e centra\ consciousness, and fo\\owed by one in which the centra\ 
consciousness is mutli-generic, where the question of gender comes abso-
lutely unclear: it is the case with Maps, in which the reader does not know 
whether to concentrate on Askar or on Misra, although she does not 
appear as much in the book as he does. 
In my most recent novel, Secrets, there is a woman character, who is not 
the principal character, but who is really the impetus of the novel. It is as 
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if women in my novels determine the pace at which life is lived; whether 
they are absent or present they seem to determine how men should 
operate or should look at them or how they should view them. All these 
things are very important for me as a novelist who is interested in a situ-
ation of total equality between sexes, a situation of total democracy and 
tolerance in an ideal sort of way. And since the reality with which one has 
to live appears to be rather disappointing, I create conditions in the 
imagination in which women reign absolute. And the current civil war in 
Somalia has also vindicated my position because it has now become clear 
how important women have been in Somalian life. In fact, the majority of 
the families which have survived the terrific history and tragedy of 
Somalia have done so thanks to their women folk. In my sort of personal 
way, my brothers seem to have broken under the strain of the civil war. 
Whereas my sisters appear to have 'blossomed' and are now stronger, as 
if they had received inspiration from the agony and tyranny of the civil 
war, as if they had always been waiting for a point, for the opportunity 
to express themselves, to show how valuable they are. 
Going somehow back to the beginning of this talk, you told me that you are now 
going to work on a non-fiction piece of writing, dealing with the experiences of 
Somalian refugees in Europe, is that so? 
Well, it is a non-fiction book but it is not going to appear in the form of 
interviews. It is going to appear in the form of a reflective long essay on 
the condition of refugees. It is an attempt to present a psychological por-
trait of a refugee. I have done only one third of it. .. 
Will the period be the contemperoray one? 
Yes, the contemporary period, but one wanders back to the history of 
Somalia and what created its form of things and there is going to be a sort 
of study of the Somali migrant, because we have always had a history of 
Somali migrants. You used to find Somalis living in Europe, in Antwerp 
or Liverpool or Cardiff, as seamen. Somalia has one of the longest coast-
lines in Africa. It is a study of the tragic conditions, the tragic side-
products of the civil war. This has been second choice, really, because my 
original idea was to write a novel about the civil war. I have abandoned 
my main-stream and I have started writing about refugees and it is quite 
true, so far, that I have had to learn a new style of writing ... 
Yes: in your fiction, poetry is such an importan component, even if it is not 
written in verse ... Don't you find that your writing articles for magazines or your 
writing this book now is somehow limiting? 
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I don't. In fact I take refuge in a metaphor or an allegory or in the telling 
of a myth whenever I can't find ways of expressing everything. I have not 
abandoned the so-called 'poetic' vision of things, or poetic writing. If any-
thing, my refugee book is in parts even more poetic than my fiction, so 
perhaps I should not call it 'documentary' ... 
Resuming again one of my initial questions, would you then subscribe to the idea 
that in order to describe 'reality' one must resort to imagination, otherwise reality 
is only partly described? 
I would not say 'one must', but I think that different authors have differ-
ent resources at their disposal. I have often sailed back on the imagination 
because of my special needs because I have been in exile and so I had to 
create an alternative reality, differently from other writers who have 
always lived in the same environment. I could not say whether or not my 
approach is healthier or 'better' ... all I could say is that so far this method 
I have worked in has been of use to me but I am quite sure ... or rather, I 
should say, I doubt very much whether it could be of use for any of the 
writers who have survived the difficult conditions they had to operate in. 
But now it seems that things are not as bad for me as they were when, 
say, I came and lived in Italy, about 14 years ago. I seem to have many 
more friends in Italy now, so probably it is for the general good of all of 
us to pass the test of endurance and to see whether or not I was sufficient-
ly determined to become a writer and became one. I should also say that 
many people were very kind to me. Now, after 14 years, I have more or 
Jess abandoned the use of the Italian language: I came back to it with a 
certain aria of nostalgia but also with the same sort of feeling as an ado-
lescent who says 'thank God I am not a two-year old child again, because 
I had to grow teeth and I had to go through my teething problems. But I 
1uzvt had my teeth. I am happy that I have a different future to look 
forward to'. 
